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New Product Announcement:
Acuity Rapid Response is Now UL 2560 and UL 1069-R7
Certified for Independent, Assisted, Skilled and Acute Care Facilities.
Ivyland, PA, July 29, 2015-The UL 1069-R7 requirements cover the individual units employed
to form a hospital nurse call system (NCS) intended to provide audible and visual
communication between patients and hospital personnel. This covers all signaling equipment
installed in hospitals as part of their nurse call systems. For years, this has been the industry
standard for wired nurse call systems.
With the adoption of wireless technology among leading healthcare facilities, there is now a need
for new regulations. The answer for long term care is UL 2560, the standard for Emergency Call
Systems for Assisted Living and Independent Living Facilities. As mentioned above, 1069-R7 is
another standard for wireless technology and covers both acute care and long term care facilities.
Symtech Solutions is pleased to announce the newest addition to their suite of healthcare
communication solution systems. Acuity Rapid Response is the latest emergency response
system on the market, has recently been tested and is now UL 1069-R7 approved! Acuity Rapid
Response has been tested according to UL standards so you can be assured you’re purchasing a
reliable system. Great news for independent and skilled nursing facilities, as this legitimizes the
quality of their systems.

About Symtech Solutions
Since 1982, Symtech Solutions (symtechsolutions.com) has been dedicated to installing and
maintaining life safety communication systems. Today, that commitment is greater than ever
with their sole focus on providing scalable and highly reliable communication systems for the
growing demands of the healthcare market.
Symtech’s diverse product line includes wired and wireless nurse call solutions, wander
prevention, electronic hospital wayfinding, centralized code and management reporting, staff &
asset locating and tracking, infant security and intelligent healthcare TV to long term and acute
care facilities. Symtech Solutions is headquartered in Ivyland, PA and services PA, NJ, DE, MD
& DC area.

